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Abstract 
This paper reports word based alignment of news headline from 
English to Bengali Machine Translation. As a part of ongoing 
machine translation project from English to Bengali we try to 
develop alignment algorithm. A machine translation of nouns 
for preposition has been designed in the present work.
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I. News Headline
Translation of news headline plays a crucial role in the translation 
of news items. News headline are generally not grammatical 
sentences in nature. The syntactic structure of the news 
headline suggests that the Example Based Machine Translation 
strategy is most suitable for translation .News headline have 
been semantically classified on the basis of the content of the 
news items. News headline contain proper nouns, acronyms 
and technical terms among others. Example Based Machine 
Translation pairs of English and Bengali news headlines are 
being developed under each semantic and syntactic class. 
Proper Noun and Acronym dictionaries have been created 
under each semantic class . The system uses a keyword table 
containing the different proper nouns, acronyms or technical 
terms or significant words along with their associated weight 
in a particular semantic class indicating its frequency of 
occurrence . The weight of each headline under a particular 
semantic class is calculated as the total of weights of each 
individual keyword under that class divided by the number of 
keywords .The class corresponding to which the headline gets 
the maximum weight is the most expected semantic class of 
the headline. Work for developing the algorithm to  estimate 
the syntactic class is going on.

A. Classification of  News  Headline
1. Three word headlines can be a

Prepositional phrase (e.g., Woods on top)• 
Noun phrase(e.g., Shastri Bhaban fire)• 
Sentence without an auxiliary verb(e.g., French actor • 
dead)
Grammatical sentence(e.g., India bows out)• 

2. Headline with more than three words can be a
Prepositional phrase(e.g.,Breakthrough in diagnosing • 
HIV)
Sentence without an auxiliary verb(e.g., Rail contracts • 
under cloud)
Grammatical sentence(e.g., Six killed in clash)• 
Quotation(e.g., Yes BJP accepts donation s in cash: • 
Venkaiah)

3. Long multi-paragraph news  can be
Grammatical sentence(e.g., Industry to take pollution-free • 
road)
Two sentence headline (e.g., CMC to take loan for water • 

supply  Civic body will hire merchant banker )
News headline have been semantically classified on the basis 
of the content of the news, which is termed as the  semantic 
Classification . therefore the same semantic classification for 
news items is followed for news headline also.

II. English to Bengali Machine Translation
A English to Bengali machine translation system has been 
developed in very preliminary stage using the developed tools. 
It takes a simple English sentence as input and produces an 
Bengali sentence as output. It follows the following steps:

Tokenize the input sentence.1. 
Assign a POS to each token.2. 
Morphologically analyze each token with its POS and fetch 3. 
the information (including the Bengali meaning) from 
bilingual dictionary.
Derive the Bengali-form of each token according to its 4. 
morphological information using rules.
Divide the tokens into phrases.5. 
Rearrange the phrases using some heuristic rules to 6. 
generate the translated Bengali sentence.

A. Algorithm
We wrote our algorithms so that they would output tab-
delimited bilingual dictionaries. Initially, we intended on 
calculating accuracy automatically using an English-Bengali   
text dictionary and supplementing it with some online web 
dictionaries (which we save into text files to avoid overloading 
web servers). However, this did not work too well because most 
of the  data is conversational. In addition words appear in 
different morphological forms, making it difficult to automate the 
verification. So instead, we manually checked our dictionaries, 
randomly sampling a few hundred words when the data became 
too large. ords in the two languages are aligned based on 
a similarity score—e.g. how similar their distributions in the 
sentences are.

B. Data structures

1. Alienable Sentences Table
This is a 2D chart indicating which sentences in one language 
could possibly correspond to sentences in the other language. 
It is initialized with fixed points at 0,0 and m,n (where m,n 
is the number of sentences in each language). The possible 
correspondences are interpolated between these points, 
becoming wider (on the order of sqrt(N)) towards the middle 
of the text.

2. Word Alignment Table
The WAT is basically a list of pairs of words and a score indicating 
how similar the distributions in their corresponding sentences 
are. For our purpose, the final dictionary is pulled from the WAT 
after the last iteration.
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3. Sentence Alignment Table
The SAT contains sentence pairs that are deemed to be aligned. 
These pairs are a subset of points in the AST, and are used to 
regenerate the AST after each iteration. 

III. Analysis of Preposition for Proper Noun
Preposition are the backbone of English Language .so, we are 
to be careful to study it . A preposition is a word which is placed 
before a noun, a pronoun or a noun-equivalent words to show 
its relation to some other words in the sentence It shows place, 
position , time and method.   The noun pronoun or other word 
before which a preposition is used  is called the object of the 
preposition.

A. Simple Preposition
This type of preposition contain only one word.
Example: at,  to, after, against, by, for, from, in, of, off, on, over, 
through, till,under,   up, with
 My uncle lives at Madhupur
আআআআ  আআআআ আআআআআআআ আআআআআ     add    আ  
after the noun  আআআআআআ
(amar kaka madhupure thaken)                               
add (-e) after the noun (madhupur)
My uncle lives at Panchanantala
আআআআ  আআআআ আআআআআআআআআআআআ 
আআআআআ     
add   আআ after  the noun আআআআআআআআআআ
(amar kaka  panchanantalay thaken )                        
add (-y) after the noun (panchanantala)

B. Double Preposition
Double prepositions are two word preposition.
Example: as far, along with, away form, into, because of, due 
to, out of, owing to, upon, without

C. Compound Preposition
Compound  prepositions are formed by prefixing a preposition 
to a noun or an  adjective or an adverb
Example :  Ac ross=on+cross ,  beh ind=by+h ind , 
about=on+by+out, above=out+by+up,  before=by+fore,  but 
=by+out

IV. System Implemenation  For Word Base Alignment

A. Implementation Scheme
We have implemented our system using a computer with 
Pentium processor and Windows98 operating system. Visual 
C++ version 6.0 and GIST SDK version 3.0 have been used as 
the programming tools and MS-Access 2000 has been used 
as the database   package. ODBC approach has been used to 
connect VC++ with MS-Access database. WordNet 2.0 is used 
for bilingual dictionary development.
We have used a web crawler, which has been developed by our 
research group. To run this web crawler JAVA runtime 1.4 or 
upper version is required. A manual tagging interface Sanchay-
1.0, developed by IIIT, Hyderabad, has also been used. JAVA 
runtime 1.5 or upper version is the prerequisite for Sanchay-
1.0.
We have used only GEdit control from GIST SDK into our system. 
GEdit control is basically an edit-box for Indian languages. All 

the resources that we have initially developed are in 8-bit ISCII 
(Indian Script Code for Information Interchange) format, which 
is a standard code for Indian languages. GEdit control is used 
to show and type of ISCII data. We have also developed a tool 
that can convert 8-bit ISCII to UTF-8 format and vice versa. 
The UTF-8 encoding is defined in ISO 10646-1:2000 Annex 
D, [Online] Available: http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mgk25/ucs/
ISO-10646-UTF-8.html]. UTF-8 gives the unique code for any 
symbol of any language all over the world.
Our language processing tools are also being developed for the 
8-bit ISCII data. But it can also work for UTF-8 data with slight 
modification. This section will describe the implementation 
details for developing resources and language processing 
tools.

B. News Corpus Development
We develop our annotated news corpus form the news published 
in The Statesman and Anandabazar Patrika. From their internet 
edition we collect HTML files that contain the news, but the 
news is coded into their code. We first build up the table that 
maps the code they have used and 8-bit ISCII code. 

1. Code-Map Table
As The Statesman and  Anandabazar uses three types of fonts, 
we have built three code map table, but in same structure. There 
are two columns in these tables. Code-map-tables have been 
created using Microsoft Access Database. Viewing the news 
online at their site and its source-code, carefully, we can easily 
understand which code represents which alphabet. The data in 
these tables has been manually inserted with an interface.

2. Web Crawling and HTML File Cleaning
To collect news data from a reliable resource, we download 
the HTML news files from  The Statesman and Anandabazar 
Patrika’s site by our web crawler. The user has to give the range 
of dates, i.e, the starting and ending dates. It will download 
all the news files of a particular day into a separate folder, 
the name of which will be automatically generated from that 
particular day A screenshot of the crawler is shown in fig. 1

Fig. 1: Screenshot of web crawler
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C. English to Bengali Dictionary Development

1. Dictionary  for  Proper Noun

Fig. 2:  Screenshot of  Bengali –English dictionary Our 
bilingual dictionary is in table format using Microsoft Access 
Database. 

It has the following fields:
Id of type Number• 
Name B of type Text• 
Name E of type Number• 

The Bengali word ( 7 bit ISCII) and its corresponding English 
word are kept in nameB and nameE  fields respectively and id 
field of number type to identify each row  denotes the part-of-
speech information of the English word

Table 1: for  Preposition

Fig. 3: Screenshot of  the table for preposition

Our preposition table is in table format using Microsoft Access 
Database.
It has the following fields:

Prep of  of type Text• 

Forconj of type Text• 
Forvowel of type Text• 

The preposition   are kept in prep field  and forconj and forvowel 
fields contain addable part which will be add to the noun  
depending on the preposition  respectively 

D. English to Bengali Machine Translation  for 
preposition

Procedure 
Insert  the  preposition 1. 
Fetch the proper noun from the dictionary entry or insert 2. 
mannualy
Compare the preposition with the elements of the 3. 
preposition table and fetch the  addable part  for the 
proper noun. 
Add the 7bit ISCII code with the noun4. 

Then display the result

Fig . 4:  Screenshot of  the proper nouns that   has been reflected 
in Bengali for the preposition

E. Development of Language Model 
We can start our works by developing a Language Model for 
Bengali language using SRILM toolkit. SRILM toolkit and source 
code is freely available for researcher. Details on SRILM toolkit 
is described in the earlier section. Huge Bengali news corpus 
is required to develop LM for Bengali. For factored model, we 
need an n-gram model over surface forms of words. Factor 
such as part-of-speech tag for higher gram (7-gram or 9-gram) 
is required in the generation step of factored model.

F. Development of Translation Model
Steps for developing Translation Model
1. English-Bengali parallel corpus is required. Using GIZA++ 
we can do word alignment on the parallel corpus. Before 
aligning we need to preprocess the source language (English). 
Morphological analysis and syntactic reordering of source 
language can improve the word alignment  So we can starts 
with word alignment.
2. To develop Phrase-based translation model we can follow 
different approach. First of all we have to do bi-directional word 
alignment on the language pair. Then phrase can be extracted 
using different heuristics 
Another three approaches for developing translation model 
from that we can follow any one of them are:
(I). By calculating high frequency n-gram we can directly align 
phrase from parallel corpus. 
(II). We can do a different approach for learning phrase from 
parallel corpus. We can follow [Yamada and Knight, 2001]’s 
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work that shows syntax based phrase learning approach.  We 
need parser for the both language pair. 
(III.) We can develop factored model [Koehn at el, 2007]. It 
comes after (Step2 A). 

G. Resource and Tools Available
Developing Language Model we required

Tools required• 
SRILM toolkit. 
Part-of-Speech tagger for Bengali. 

Resource required• 
Huge Bengali Corpus (Sentence level annotated).
Syntax-based translation model required

Tools required• 
Word Alignment Tool GIZA++.
Part-of-Speech tagger for English.
Part-of-Speech tagger for Bengali.
Morphological Analyzer for English.
Morphological Analyzer for Bengali.
Parser for English
Parser for Bengali

Resource required• 
Huge parallel corpus (English-Bengali).

V. Evaluation
In our present work we have developed a bilingual (English-
Bengali) dictionary.
Total no of dictionary entry =4171
We have also build a table for preposition that contain 
preposition and corresponding 7bit ISCII  which will be added  
with  the  noun.
In our present work we mainly concentrate on word based 
alignment for ongoing machine translation project.  We have 
also design a machine translation procedure of proper nouns 
for preposition in English to Bengali. The basic inputs of the 
system are preposition and the proper nouns. Depending on 
the preposition we get the reflection of the nouns in Bengali.
Total no of noun  properly  translated and aligned =2981
Percentage of accuracy for alignment =71.4%

VI. Conclusion
In our present work we mainly concentrate on word based 
alignment for ongoing machine translation project. We have 
developed   a bi-lingual (English-Bengali) dictionary.  We have 
also laid out the technique to build up a Bengali WordNet from 
our bi-lingual dictionary. Development of Language Model 
and Translation Model are two important model and vital 
components. Our word base alignment system   is dependent 
on the collection of dictionary entry. If our dictionary contains 
huge number of corpus, obviously it will give much better 
performance. Our morphological-analyzer analyzes the two-
level morphology of a word. The morphological analyzer has 
not been evaluated as the Bengali dictionary is still being 
developed. Finally, we have designed our word base alignment 
for news headline in  simple English – Bengali  MT system.

VII. Further Scope of Work
We have built annotated news corpus from a particular news 
agency. Though different domains of news are available, it 
would be much better if we collect news from different agencies. 
The literature and editorial pages of The Statesman and 
Annadabazar Patrika are also available in their archive, but 

we leave out these pages to be downloaded, since they are 
in different format. English- Bengali bilingual dictionary does 
not have a large volume. If we increase the volume of it then 
only we can give a good shape to Bengali Word Net. To give 
a complete shape for word base alignment of news headline  
we need to develop many other model as well. We basically 
concentrate on the reflection of preposition on proper nouns . 
There is a chance to give a look on all the parts of speech. An  
alignment algorithm English to Bengali Machine  Transliteration 
has already been developed by our research group which need 
to integrated with the MT system in future. Another important 
thing need to be developed for  extraction of multi-words which 
includes the compound nouns and compound verbs.
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